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Management information of workers in grassroots tax bureau is a key way to
unified information source, realize information sharing between different departments,
standardize daily behavior workers in grassroots tax bureau and improve the quality
of service of tax bureau on mass matters, which includes formation, personnel and
finance. A unified and comprehensive management information system for workers in
tax bureau is conducive here, in order to improve the revenue of the existing
personnel management information system, as well as enhance working efficiency
and standardize the daily business process. Further, response to the call of government
office automatic system in our country, and realize the informatization of internal
office process in tax bureau, which cater to the strategic target of national
e-government. Although the most tax bureau have realized informatization office now,
while with the development of Internet and electronic information technology, a lot of
the old system is relatively backward, which lead to some increasingly serious
problem of low efficiency in office system and imperfect functions.
In order to solve the above problems in grassroots tax bureau, and optimize the
existing management information system for workers in grassroots tax bureau, which
includes integration, optimization of resource use, further realize excel in office in tax
bureau. This dissertation make an introduction to the software development,
management information system, network database and J2EE related knowledge,
combined with the practical management information business process of workers in
grassroots tax official staff, to draw a requirement analysis. According to the
requirement analysis, we conduct a design to overall system logical framework and
functional framework, then carried on the detailed design to five specific function of
the system, and put forward the direction of the system to further improve.
The management information system of workers in grassroots tax bureau is
based on the J2EE platform and B/S mode to build a platform for processing internal
business of management information affairs in grassroots tax bureau. The system is















assignment and tracking, examination management, training management and post
appointment of workers in grassroots tax bureau. Moreover, it can be applied to
complete the information collection, browse of employed, task arrangement,
announcement, data statistics, report output and other operations. The establishment
and application of this system provide strong support for staff management in
grassroots tax bureau, and greatly improve the efficiency of workers in grassroots tax
bureau.
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